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tumor associated macrophage without 
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Background

In the tumor microenvironment (TME),

CSF1R (receptor of colony-stimulating

factor 1) signaling by its ligand CSF1 is

necessary for differentiation and

survival of tumor associated

macrophage (TAM). TAM promotes

tumor cell migration, invasion and

metastasis. CSF1R blockade is

believed to be a strategy to rebuild

TME.

However, specifically blocking the

CSF1R pathway has been reported to

increase myeloid-derived suppress-ing

cells (MDSC) in tumor tissue [1][2].

Intratumoral MDSC suppresses T cells

in an antigen nonspecific manner, and

higher level of MDSC in tumor tissue

may lead to immune suppressive TME

and neutralize anti-tumor effect of

CSF1R inhibitors. Here, we will report a

CSF1R antagonist, AN9015. AN9015,

with CSF1R and c-kit dual antagonizing

activity, could eliminate TAM without

elevating intratumoral MDSC level and

provide robust anti-cancer efficacy.

A novel CSF1R/c-kit dual antagonist eliminates tumor associated 

macrophage without elevating intratumoral MDSC level

In vitro profile

AN9015 is a highly selective CSF1R

antagonist with inhibitory activity

towards c-kit kinase.

Kinase activity AN9015 IC50 (nM)

CSF1R 2.0

c-kit 9.5

PDGFRα 40

PDGFRβ 783

FLT3 >1000

Kinase selectivity of AN9015 was

profiled by DiscoverX KINOMEscan

kinase panel, which in-cludes 450

human kinases and mutants (Fig.1). 31

new kinases were identified. After the

removal of mutant kinases, 16

remained. 9 of the 16 kinases were

confirmed with kinase inhibitory assays.

AN9015 showed IC50 of <40 nM

towards BRK in addition to CSF1R, c-

kit and PDGFRα.

Figure 1 Kinase selectivity of AN9015 profiled by

DiscoverX KINOMEscan kinase panel

IL-34, another ligand of CSF1R, has

been reported to drive chemo-

resistance[3]. Translational studies

disclosed an association of IL-34 with

multiple cancer types [4][5]. AN9015

inhibits not only CSF1 but also IL-34

induced CSF1R activation in THP-1

cells with similar potency.

Figure 2 Effect of AN9015 on CSF1R activation in

THP1 cells. (A) CSF1 induced CSF1R activation

(B) IL34 induced CSF1R activation.

ADME and safety profile

AN9015 has an excellent ADME and

safety profile.

Compd ID AN9015 

Microsomal Stability
Moderate in 

m/r/d/h

CYP IC50 µM > 10

Hepatocyte MID Good profile

Mouse PK Good profile

hERG (µM) > 30 

Anti-tumor efficacy

In the MC38 tumor model, AN9015 and

cmpd-X, a clinical stage CSF1R

inhibitor, were dosed orally for 10 days.

Tumor tissues were collected for FACS

analysis. Fig.3 demonstrates AN9015

could eliminate the CD206+ macro-

phage without elevating MDSC. Upon

AN9015 treatment, more T cells

infiltrated the tumor tissue.

p-value vs vehicle: all treated group <0.001

CD206+ macrophage

m-MDSC
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Figure 3 Effect of AN9015 on intratumoral

lymphocyte subsets in MC38 tumor. *, p<0.05; **,

p<0.01; ***, p<0.001.

To evaluate anti-tumor efficacy, AN9015

and cmpd-X were administrated orally

to MC38 tumor bearing mice. Anti PD-1

Ab was injected as a combo treatment.

Fig.4 indicates a single treatment of

AN9015 could significantly inhibit tumor

growth. When, in combo with anti-PD-1

Ab, AN9015 demonstrated superior

anti-tumor efficacy.

Figure 4 Anti-tumor efficacy of AN9015 in MC38

tumor bearing mice. Error bar represents SEM.

Mouse MC38 model

Conclusion and Discussion

AN9015，a highly potent and selective

CSF1R/c-kit inhibitor with an excellent

ADME and safety profile , can eliminate

CD206+ macrophage without elevating

intratumoral MDSC. The pharmacology

profile and robust anti-tumor efficacy

supports further clinical development.
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